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About This Game

It's payback time! BECOME THE BOSS AND BEAT THE DICTATORS! Whack them! Smack them! Torture them! Beat 'em
up! Go mad, show them what a wipeout looks like! You can't even imagine how relaxing this fun game can be.

COOL STRESS RELIEF KILLING GAME:

The time has come for big shots to be bossed around. You get to be the boss for and torture the great dictators until they start
begging for your mercy. Your first impression will be that this is just another violent killing game, but after you whack a

dictator or two, you'll realize that this is a cool, relaxing, stress relief game for reducing stress and negative energy. Knowing
that killing was their way of having fun, you'll be having fun killing them over and over again using dozens of various weapons,
starting from a kitchen knife, bow and arrow and a machine gun until you collect enough diamonds and coins to BUY A TENK

AND WHACK THEM LIKE A BOSS!

BEAT THE DICTATORS LIKE A BOSS! Whack 'em, torture and kill 'em! It's your turn!

Go through the tutorial of Beat the Dictators to discover various ways to earn diamonds and coins, as well as ways to torture and
whack Hitler, Osama Bin Laden, Stalin, Gaddafi and more villains who altogether killed millions of innocent people.

BEAT THE DICTATORS FEATURES:

- 11 (in)famous dictators
- 5 interesting worlds - Aspen, Riviera, The Great Wall of China, Paris and Celebwood
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- Endless number of levels
- Variety of challenging missions to complete

- A great collection of cool weapons
- Craftsmith store to buy newly crafted weapons

- Plenty of upgrades to improve your dictator wipeout experience

WHACK THE DICTATORS, TORTURE THEM AND COMPLETE VIOLENT WIPEOUT MISSIONS TO ADVANCE TO
THE NEXT LEVEL AND IMPROVE YOUR GAMING EXPERIENCE.

You'll be surprised how relaxing it is to be able to smack, kick, torture and kill a virtual army boss without any consequences.
This is why this stress relief game is so good.

While playing this wipeout stress relief game, you are going to become a real hitman! You will be earning diamonds and coins
killing the nasty dictators, the bosses of furious, violent armies which ended so many innocent lives. The more you torture and
whack the dictators, the more coins and diamonds will you earn! Use that fortune to unlock other dictators, new worlds or buy

new cool weapons to play this cool killing game with.

Blow off some steam with this funny mad game. Have fun at your free time, beat the dictators like a boss, FEEL THE POWER
and discover new amazing features as you advance. This relaxing game hides plenty of interesting stuff as you play on. Enjoy!
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PROS:
-TAKE OUT HATRED ON DICTATORS
-WEAPONS

CONS:
-NOT REALISTIC DEATHS OR DAMAGE
-WEAPONS SUCK
-GRAPHICS SUCK
-STORY LINE SUCKS
-PRICE SUCKS

#TRASHORTREASURE
#GameVersUs. Lol. its not that great. but its funny so still good game
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